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December 11th 2013 

Conference Call  
1:00 PM to 3:45 PM EDT 

 
 
 

 
In Attendance: Carlos Lemos, Dennis Duty, Peggy McGee, Mike Willey, Frank Viella,  
 
Called to order 1:06pm  
 
Approval of minutes- Rob Caho makes a motion and Frank seconds this motion for the approval of the minutes 
 
Treasurers Report- Rob Caho motions to approve and Dave Neibert seconds it  
 
Administrator Report- Please sees attached report  
 
Application- Rob made a motion to see how much it would cost J&M to redo the application and what it would cost 
that NDA owns the application- to find out what are the hits are on the current. Carlos Lemos seconds this as long as 
we get statistics.  
 
Convention Committee 
 
2013-convention-We had 20 people respond to the convention survey and she went over the responses. They would like 
a safety roundtable- people want hands on activities and demos so it seems as though people really want that end of it 
more.  
2014-convention- Kings Island Conference Center and the Great Wolf Lodge- on paper very comparable in everything. 
Great Wolf wanted $8,000 and Kings Island wants $12,000- Rick stopped by at both locations today and he is thinking 
that Great Wolf is a much nicer location then Kings Island. Day and night difference between the two locations Great 
Wolf is modern and the convention center is very nice, more of a family atmosphere at Great Wolf. Has an indoor 
waterpark, parking is very nice and large; they are receptive to doing outdoor demonstrations. The hotel rooms are very 
nice a rustic atmosphere.  Dave Neigbert made a motion to approve Great Wolf and Rob seconds this motion. Golf 
courses are close and Kings Island is very close as well so there is plenty to do. October 7th through the 11th is the date 
that they  
 
Ballot- Rob Caho makes a motion and Dave Neibert Seconds this motion is approved.  
 
2014 Board Meetings- Rob made a motion that we had a conference call board meeting in mid-march and Mike seconds 
this motion and motion is approved.  
 
Insurance- We are going to wait until a further date and let Larry talk over the changes with Gallagher 
 
DCDMA- Frank spoke with GSG and they are going to join as a member we are thinking to tell them to pay $590 to be a 
member. Asked him to keep the popular size gages in stock so that they are ready for members to be sent out; he asked 
Frank to send him a list of what gages they want old. Price increase would be no more than 5%- ask him to pay the $590 
and keep some in stock so that it is easier with our members to get them. Let’s get some engineers to review the 
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DCDMA manuals the zip drive and the CD. Marcie is going to send DCDMA specifications to Dave and Rob so that they 
can have Engineers look over.  
 
 
Online Exams- Maybe consider dropping the fee to take it the second time- is 85% too high in order to pass- Rob and 
Peggy think that 85% is way too high we should leave it at 80% just like SSI so that the scores are the same across the 
board. Rob makes a motion to leave the across the board at 80% and that the monitor well goes back online now. 
Modify this so the Monitor Well will go back online after the 15th if we all agree. Mike Willey will second this motion; 
Mike also seconded the revision. Vote approved no one was opposed. Dave makes a motion to have a retest rate at 50% 
if you retake the test within the 6 months/ after 6 months they have to pay full price. Rob seconds this motion. Marcie 
will send everyone a copy again of the Monitor Well test and let everyone to look it over and then set a date that it has 
to be sent back to us with comments by January 15th. 
 
Chapter Updates  
 
Mid Atlantic- Had about 16 people had a good show- the whole chapter wants to throw the hat in the pot for the 2015 
convention; Baltimore or Annapolis and maybe get it announced at the next convention. Get a convention committee 
together now.  
 
Florida Chapter- January 17th is the next meeting and they have everything else set up and are ready to go. We would 
like an e-blast to go out for this meeting. Rick still needs to send us the minutes from October so that we can have them 
on file.  Get the officers from Rick to get that on file.  
 
 
 
 
 Meeting adjourned at 3:45pm 
 
 


